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Fluxes of cosmic rays: a delicately balanced stationary stat
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Abstract

The analysis of cosmic rays fluxes as a function of energy reveals aknee slightly below 1016 eV and anankle close to 1019 eV.
Their physical origins remain up to now quite enigmatic; in particular, no elementary process is known which occurs at
close to 1016 eV. We propose a phenomenological approach along the lines of nonextensive statistical mechanics, a f
which contains Boltzmann–Gibbs statistical mechanics as a particular case. The knee then appears as a crossover b
fractal-like thermal regimes, the crossover being caused by process occurring at energies ten million times lower tha
the knee, in the region of the quark hadron transition (� 109 eV). This opens the door to an unexpected standpoint for fur
clarifying the phenomenon.
 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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Cosmic rays fascinate since long. They prov
galactic, extragalactic and cosmological informati
related to recent or very old events concerning v
ous sources, going back to the early times of the u
verse [1]. They reflect all types of elementary proc
and interactions, and are associated with phenom
of very different space and time scales. The co
plete physical scenario still remains quite enigma
although a variety of specific mechanisms for acce
ation and propagation have been advanced along
years for various energy regions. The most known
these mechanisms is the Fermi one [2], which
dresses acceleration in magnetized turbulent plas
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but many others have been advanced [3–10] in r
tion with theknee and energies below it; for the ene
gies beyond these, for theankle, as well as for genera
reviews, see [11–13]).

Through various types of detectors, the flux
cosmic rays at the top of the Earth atmosphere
been measured [14] and varies from 104 down to
10−29 [m2 srs GeV]−1 for energies increasing from
108 up to near 1021 eV: see Fig. 1. This distributio
(which spans 13 decades in energy and 33 dec
in flux!) is not exponential, hence it does not corr
spond to Boltzmann–Gibbs (BG) statistical mechan
thermal equilibrium. Consistently, even at a pheno
enological level, i.e., without specifying any concre
model or mechanism, this problem represents a c
lenge. This is the one we address here. We shall
a point of view based on a current generalization
hts reserved.
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curve is the
gies it fails
Fig. 1. Energy dependence of the fluxes of cosmic rays. Experimental error bars are indicated whenever available. The continuous
one we obtain within the present phenomenological approach. The dashed curve is an optimized BG one (even at relatively low ener
by very many decades). The knee corresponds toEcrossover. Inset: Linear-linear representation of the low energy fluxes.
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Boltzmann–Gibbs statistical mechanics, referred to
nonextensive statistical mechanics, we shall briefly
scribe later on. The first step will be to remark that
fluxes of cosmic rays in general, and the studies of
“knee” and the “ankle” in particular, involve phenom
ena such as turbulence (see, for instance, [15]), an
alous diffusion and fractality (see, for instance, [16
self-organized criticality (see, for instance, [17]), lon
range interactions (classical and quantum gravitati
among other complex phenomena (such as, for ex
ple, possible non-Markovianity [18]). It is precise
such phenomena that constitute the scope of no
tensive statistical mechanics; for turbulence and
lated matters see, for instance, [19–21]; for anoma
diffusion and fractality see, for instance, [22–28]; f
self-organized criticality see, for instance, [29]; f
long-range interactions see, for instance, [30–32].

Let us now first briefly review the usual, BG the
mostatistics. If we optimize under appropriate co
straints the BGS = −k

∑
i pi lnpi (k ≡ Boltzmann

constant;{pi} ≡ microscopic probabilities) we obtai

the celebrated equilibrium distributionpi = e−βEi

Z
∝

e−βEi (β ≡ 1/kT , Ei ≡ energy of theith state;
Z ≡ ∑

j e−βEj ≡ partition function). Excepting fo
the trivial normalizing factor 1/Z, this distribution can
alternatively be obtained as the solution of the lin
differential equation

(1)dpi/dEi = −βpi.
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In order to deal with a variety of thermodynam
cally anomalous systems, a more general formali
nonextensive statistical mechanics, was introduce
1988 [33–36]. It is based on the generalized
tropic form Sq = k(1 − ∑

i p
q
i )/(q − 1) (q ∈ R and

S1 = S). Its optimization under appropriate constrai

yields [37] a power-law,pi ∝ [1− (1− q)βqEi]
1

1−q ≡
e
−βqEi
q (definition), which recovers the BG weight fo

q = 1 (β1 ≡ β). As usual,kTq ≡ 1/βq characterizes
the conveniently averaged energy. This anoma
equilibrium-like distribution can be alternatively o
tained (excepting for the normalizing factor) by so
ing the nonlinear differential equation

(2)dpi/dEi = −βqp
q
i .

This generalized weight naturally emerges in ub
uitous problems such as fully developed turbule
[19–21] (which is relevant for the Fermi mech
nism, and most probably for others as well), electro
positron annihilation [18], motion ofHydra viridis-
sima [38], long-range many-body Hamiltonians [31
among many others.

We now use the above differential equation path
order to further generalize the anomalous equilibri
distribution, in such a way as to have a crossover fr
anomalous (q �= 1) to normal (q = 1) thermostatistics
while increasing the energy. We consider then
differential equation

(3)dpi/dEi = −β1pi − (βq − β1)p
q

i ,

whose solution ispi ∝ [1− βq

β1
+ βq

β1
e(q−1)β1Ei ]− 1

q−1 .
The crossover typically occurs forq > 1 andβ1 �
βq , the distribution being anomalous at low en
gies and BG at high energies. It is undoubtedly
teresting to notice that this differential equation p
cisely coincides, forq = 2, with the heuristic one
that in 1900 led Planck to the discovery of the bla
body radiation law and ultimately to quantum mech
ics [39].

Finally, by doing one more step along the sa
direction, we can further generalize the differen
equation, now becoming

(4)dpi/dEi = −βq ′pq ′
i − (βq − βq ′)pq

i .

This manner of writing the coefficient of thepq
i

term has the advantage of recovering the simp
generalization of the BG distribution by consideri
βq ′ = βq or βq ′ = 0 or evenq ′ = q . For 1< q ′ < q

andβq ′ � βq , a crossover occurs at

(5)Ecrossover=
[
(q − 1)βq

] q′−1
q−q′ /[(

q ′ − 1
)
βq ′

] q−1
q−q′ .

For E � Ecrossoverwe have an anomalous distrib
tion characterized by(q,βq) (namely,pi ∝ e

−βqEi
q ),

whereas forE � Ecrossoverwe have a different anom
alous distribution characterized by(q ′, βq ′) (namely,

pi ∝ e
−βq′Ei

q ′ ). The exact solution of the above di
ferential equation (the most general one conside
here) is given bypi ∝ f (Ei) where f −1(x) is an
explicit monotonic function ofx involving hyperge-
ometric functions (see Ref. [40] for details). Inte
estingly enough, this precise solution arrives in
discussion of the re-association of CO molecules
myoglobin [40], where time plays a role very an
ogous to the one played by energy in our cosm
rays problem. This time-energy analogy is not s
prising after all if we take into account that, in th
history of the universe after the Big Bang, the tim
scale reflects the energy scale, as discussed in det
Ref. [41].

The flux Φ(E) can be obtained straightforward
from pi ∝ f (Ei) by calculating the density of state
ω(E). In the ultrarelativistic limitE ∝ |p| (p being the
momentum), which we adopt here for simplicity giv
the high values of the involved energies, the den
of states of an ideal gas in three dimensions is gi
by ω(E) ∝ E2, hence,Φ(E) = AE2f (E), whereA

is a normalizing factor (and where red shift effe
have been neglected). With this expression we fit
observational data and obtain the results displaye
Fig. 1. As we can see, the agreement is quite rem
able.

Our summarizing comments are:

(i) The high quality agreement over so many d
ades, including crossovers between different regim
suggests that the phenomenological approach is
rect, and specific models clarifying the various ph
ical mechanisms that are involved should essenti
satisfy it;

(ii) The deep explanation of the knee might w
be found at energies extremely lower (ten milli
times lower, in fact), basically at energies related
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the characteristic temperatures obtained from the
ting, namely 9.615× 107 eV (energy comparable t
the pion mass) and 1.562× 109 eV (energy corre-
sponding to the quark–hadron transition [41], as w
as to the proton mass), and given the fact thaq

and q ′ differ by only 3% (which in log-log repre
sentation asymptotically determines two almost p
allel straight lines which very slowly approach
each other and intersect atE = Ecrossover). The ex-
istence of two thermostatistical regimes, respectiv
related to (q,βq) and (q ′, βq ′ ), could correspond to
two different mechanisms of acceleration/propagat
for instance, related to galactic and extra-gala
contributions. It is worthy stressing at this poi
that the location of the knee emerges here thro
Eq. (5), i.e., using only the basic four phenomenol
ical parameters(q,βq, q

′, βq ′), and not by introduc
ing an extra parameter on top of the previous o
(whose role would be to fix the knee at the rig
value);

(iii) Since the entropic indexq is known to reflect
(multi) fractality [42,43], the present results strong
suggest that either the generation or the transpor
both) of cosmic rays occur in scale invariant med
which is consisten with Ref. [16];

(iv) With the better observational statistics (i.
with refined precision) at these very high energies,
pected from the Pierre Auger Observatory (or fro
similar projects), it might happen that the ankle d
appears; if it does not, then it is probably as
ciated with strongly nonstationary phenomena (p
haps related to memory effects from early cosm
stages), certainly out from the present thermodyn
ical description—such study would eventually cla
ify the physical meaning, if any, of the GZK fea
ture [44–48] (see also [49]);

(v) The Kaskade collaboration [9] has shown t
relevance of the various constituents which comp
cosmic rays. In order to take this into account,
present approach could be further improved by us
the grand-canonical instead of the canonical ensem
used here;

(vi) The average energy〈E〉 ≡ ∫ ∞
0 dE E Φ(E)/∫ ∞

0 dE Φ(E) has been calculated, within the prese
approach, to be〈E〉 � 2.489 GeV (2.882 GeV if
we only use theq-distribution). Any connection o
this value with other cosmological or astrophysi
quantities is of course very welcome.
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